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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Having chosen to take a degree in international business, we
have had many opportunities to meet people from different
cultures. These encounters have, we believe, made our lives
richer, but they have not always been problem-free. When
different cultures come together, the differences inevitably
become apparent. Being among friends, one can maybe laugh at
these differences or it may be a good opportunity to get people
to talk to each other, taking the time to explain why they do
things a certain way. Being at work and experience these
differences might not at all have the same ice-breaking effect –
rather the opposite sometimes.

Whether we like it or not, everyday we can see signs in our
society that it is becoming more and more influenced by other
cultures. Globalisation is a fact and people literally fight for its
being or non being. We have for some centuries, as a small
country, somehow been dependent on other countries and
being part of the EU has enhanced this situation.
Internationalisation is an ongoing process in many companies
and people are trying to find a balance between adjusting and
not giving up one’s own culture. It is more and more common
to have to work and co-operate with people from different
cultures. Many Swedish companies place Swedes abroad to
represent the company, some people see an international
organisation as a great opportunity to travel and live in a
different culture for a couple of years, others prefer to work
shorter period of time abroad on a project.1

Working in projects have become very popular lately2 but
people have always, in some sense, been working in different
temporary constellations when performing certain tasks. In the

                                          
1 Employee at Atlas Copco, 2000
2 Ögård &Gallstad, 1999
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12th century, for example, the Swedish kings brought together
mercenaries from different European countries to fight for
them3. It is a fact that different people are good at different
things and this should speak for positive effects when gathering
a group of people with various knowledge and experience.
However, pulling people together for a shorter period of time
to work on a specific project has never been an easy task. The
differences between people from different parts of a country as
well as their educational background have been a potential
source of conflicts in a project work-group.

1.2 Problem Discussion

We have in previous courses at the University had the
opportunity to study the issue of how a manager of a
multicultural workforce should behave and what that person
needs to be aware of. After a while, we noticed that a lot of the
literature that can be found in this subject are influenced by the
American culture and the American way of writing. One reason
is that many of the authors that have treated this specific subject
are Americans, but there are other authors as well. Most of the
books we have read have compared other cultures to the
American one, have discussed how a manager (American,
tacitly understood) should deal with problems that occur at a
workplace due to cultural differences and have thoroughly
treated the problems that Americans encounter when working
abroad. Being Swedes ourselves, we cannot always identify
ourselves in these books. Since there are more people than just
the Americans that manage multicultural work forces, we have
a strong feeling that literature on this subject, focusing on other
cultures as well, is needed.

Different nationalities need to adjust in different ways to a more
international environment and we are interested in looking at
how the Swedes, in management positions, need to adjust. In
Sweden there are many international companies that have a lot

                                          
3 Guillou, 1999
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of their personnel stationed abroad for a longer period of time.
These people learn to adjust to the culture in the country they
live in and some people even have difficulties returning to
Sweden after many years abroad. We have chosen to focus on
people that spend shorter periods of time abroad and
specifically on projects. Many of these people might have had
experience from different countries around the world. Further
we hope that they might be more objective about the cultural
differences they encounter since they spend shorter periods of
time abroad and probably have closer contact with Sweden
when being on projects. We are investigating whether there are
problems that specifically Swedish managers encounter and if
there are situations that these Swedish managers need to be
aware of when working with many different cultures.

1.3 Purpose

With this thesis we will investigate if a Swedish project
manager has to adapt his/her management style depending on
the diversity of the ethnical background of the project workers.
If that is the case, in what ways do they need to adapt?

1.4 Research questions

In order to fulfil our purpose we have had to treat several
questions that in some way touch this subject. We have listed
these questions, as research questions, that we felt were
necessary to investigate. The answers have helped us to reach a
deeper understanding in the subject and have, in that way, been
of great importance when fulfilling the purpose of this thesis.

� Do problems and conflicts occur and if so of what kind are
they?

� Can we see traces of nationally based problems or are they
related to the differences in the educational background?
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� What role does the national culture play in a group of people
from different countries?

� Is it important for a project manager to have knowledge of
cultural differences, and in that case why?

� What are the most important differences of a Swedish
leadership style in comparison with other nationalities?

1.5 Target group

The main target group for this thesis is Swedish project leaders
even though we believe that students within the field of
business, and in specific international business, could find this
report of interest.

1.6 Delimitation

When it comes to the term multicultural group we define it, in
this thesis, as a group of people of different nationalities. We do
not include differences in religion, gender, sexual preference
etc. in the definition.

When we discuss culture, we refer to the national culture and
do not include other aspects.

1.7 Disposition

In the next chapter we will present how we have conducted our
study. We will further reveal our way of looking at science and
which approach we have had to our problem.

Following the method chapter is our frame of reference. We
have chosen to divide this part into three chapters where we in
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the first chapter treat project theories, in the second chapter
management theories and finally discuss theories on culture
and the role it plays on the way we communicate. The division
into three chapters is necessary we believe, since the purpose
we have with this thesis touches all three parts.

In the sixth chapter we will present our empirical findings
which is a summary of the interviews that we have  conducted.

In the analysis that follows, we have applied our empirical
findings on the theories presented in the third, fourth and fifth
chapter to see if these correspond to reality. Our own opinions
and thoughts on the findings will also be given.

The last chapter is devoted to the conclusion where we sum up
our findings and answer our purpose and research questions.
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2 Method

This chapter will show the reader how we have approached
our problem. It is meant as a guide that will explain to the
reader how we have conducted our research, based on our
perception of science and our attitude towards it.

In general there are several ways of doing things. When having
a broken car, for example, one can either fix it oneself, bring it
to a mechanic or take it to the scrap-yard and buy a new car. To
be able to choose the best way to handle the problem with the
broken car, it is necessary to know why the car does not
function, if there is something that can be done to fix it and the
pros and cons of each alternative available, as well as financial
restraints.

This was a simplified example of what is necessary to have in
mind when performing a study. First one must know why the
study is being done, what is one investigating? Having defined
this and the purpose it is time to decide how to reach the goal;
which theories need to be used to reach a deeper
comprehension of the subject and how to gather the empirical
data. The data can be collected in various ways and the
methods chosen to collect it, as well as from what point of view
one looks upon it, will have an important effect of the results.

2.1 Which is our scientific approach?

We have created pre-understanding by studying the subject
more in depth, which will be shown in the frame of reference.
This knowledge have formed the basis of the interviews that we
have conducted on a number of people with personal
experience of multicultural project work. We also have
interpreted these conversations, along with the behaviour we
have studied while drawing our own subjective conclusions.
With this information we have created a new understanding of
the subject since we have added our own research study to the
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empirical data. Since our empirical study is based totally on
interviews where people’s personal opinions and attitudes
show, it is practically impossible to remain objective as a
researcher.

The process described above is our interpretation of a, mainly,
hermeneutic approach since pre-understanding, as we
mentioned earlier, is an important concept within the
hermeneutics. This means that to be able to understand and
interpret a phenomenon a person has to have a certain pre-
understanding. To be able to understand how the human heart
functions, it is necessary to have some knowledge about the
human body.4 This pre-understanding will help the researcher
develop interesting and important questions, problems, ideas,
hypothesis etc. to be able to start the search for empirical data
through interviews, observations and written material. The
characteristic of the hermeneutic approach is that the researcher
interprets the empirical data, creates a deeper understanding
for the subject and then continues his/her search for more
empirical data. This process is also called the hermeneutic
spiral and we have illustrated it below.5

Source: Eriksson & Widersén-Paul, 1999

                                          
4 Thurén, 1996
5 Lundal & Skärvad, 1999
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Another reason for stating that we have an hermeneutic
approach is that a hermeneutic scientist uses his/her own
values, experiences and memories to come to an understanding
of different phenomena. Feelings can be an important source of
knowledge that is unreachable through reason only. It is neither
possible nor always desirable to do an entirely neutral research.
Personal experiences are often required to be able to reach
scientific knowledge. The actual word “hermeneutics” can be
translated as ”the art of interpretation”.6 Interpretation is
fundamental within the hermeneutic point of view and it is
mainly about interpreting behaviours, texts or conversations,
hence meaning that knowledge can be subjective. However, the
major problem with this discipline is how sure one can be that
one’s own experience and memories are true since there is no
way to prove this.7

Further, the hermeneutic procedure presumes that a complete
understanding of the subject investigated can be obtained by
interpreting what exists in people’s consciousness and bring it
together to a totality.8 This can be compared to what we have
done during our research. We conducted interviews with
different people and then tried to put the answers and
comments together to obtain a picture of the totality.

But are there some alternatives to the hermeneutic approach?
And what makes this approach not suitable for our research?

The hermeneutic discipline arose as a criticism of the
positivism.9 But which were the thoughts of the positivists? The
positivistic tradition is originally an occidental way of thinking
where one seeks true knowledge. The term was born during the
19th century in France by Auguste Comte. It refers to the fact
that they wanted to create positive, i.e. certain, knowledge.
According to positivistic advocates this knowledge can only be

                                          
6 Lundal & Skärvad, 1999
7 Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 1999
8 Ibid
9 Thurén, 1996
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obtained in two ways, through objective observations and our
logical way of thinking.10

According to the positivistic view a truth has to correspond to
reality. To be able to call a truth scientific it must be possible to
prove it both empirically and logically. Examples of non-
scientific truths are religious statements, feelings and values. A
typical positivistic research is characterised by observing the
reality and collecting facts about it. Patterns and regularities of
the truth can be observed after having collected a sufficient
quantity of information. This could lead to general conclusions.
Science grows as more and more facts are gathered and as more
general conclusions can be drawn.11  In our research we have
gathered information from various people with experience as
project managers, and this could be seen as collecting facts
about the reality, hence giving our research a positivistic angle.
However, the facts we have obtained from our interviews are
quite subjective and can not be empirically proven since other
people might think differently.

2.2 Where did we start?

When formulating our purpose, we imagined it possible that a
Swedish project manager needs to adjust his/her management
style according to the project group’s ethnical composition. This
could be interpreted as a hypothesis that has not been
formulated and that would indicate deductive features in our
approach. According to Thurén, a deductive approach
implicates that a researcher formulates a hypothesis using
already existing knowledge. The hypothesis is then empirically
tested to be able to increase the knowledge in this matter. This
means that the hypothesis does not have to be completely true;
accordance with the future reality is not necessary. One way of
using this approach is to seek empirical evidence for one
hypothesis at the time to be able to exclude an erroneous

                                          
10 Eriksson, Wiedershein-Paul, 1999
11 Lundal & Skärvad, 1999
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hypothesis at an early stage. This way both empirical evidence
and logic are being used to come as close as possible to the
correct conclusion.12

However, our empirical data is the starting point that will be
used when drawing conclusions and our purpose is not to
verify or falsify a certain hypothesis. Therefore, we find
ourselves to have a mainly inductive approach. When having
this approach, the researcher collects empirical data on a
specific phenomenon, to be able to draw general conclusions
from the findings. These conclusions are made from a finite
number of observations.13

In its strict form, neutral observations are a prerequisite for
drawing general conclusions. This form has been questioned
since this method is not directly applicable when studying
social systems. The neutral observation does not exist since the
people in the system all have subjective points of view that the
researcher is exposed to.14 We have also observed the difficulty
with neutral observations when conducting our interviews. As
we have mentioned before we have tried to be as open minded
as possible when looking at the information obtained.
However, we discovered that it is not easy to remain totally
objective, but on the other hand objectivity is not always
desirable. In our case it was necessary to interpret the data
collected (that in itself was subjective from the beginning)
which became subject to our own values and preconceptions.
The problem that arises from this is that one can never be a
100% sure of the veracity of the findings since this approach is
built upon empirical data that seldom is complete15.

                                          
12 Thurén, 1996
13 Ibid
14 Wigblad, 1995
15 Thurén, 1996
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2.3 How did we go about?

To acquire pre-understanding and obtain a relevant and
interesting frame of reference for this subject we have looked
into some of the existing theories on management and
leadership in general as well as project management, project
groups and culture. This information was obtained from books
and articles found at the library and on the Internet.

2.3.1 Our choice of study

Having created a theoretical base and pre-understanding for
our study we continued by starting to collect the empirical
material needed. We would like to think of our research as a
case study since it complies with several of the characteristics
mentioned by Merriam. It is focusing on one particular
occurrence (the project manager’s necessity to adjust his/her
managerial style), it is based mainly on an inductive discussion
and with this study we mean to give the reader a better
understanding of the mentioned occurrence.16 Further, with the
information collected we want to see if there exists any
relationship between the ethnical composition of a group and
the managerial style implemented by the project manager. This
would give the study features of an interpreting case study17.

2.3.2 The collection of data

Qualitative and quantitative methods are both tools applicable
when carrying out an investigation18. Since our research deals
with human behaviour and subjective perceptions we have
chosen to use a qualitative study where we have performed
interviews with project managers. The qualitative method
emphasises the scientist’s own perceptions or interpretations
regarding the subject investigated, which makes it impossible,
or at least improper, to transform into numbers. In a qualitative

                                          
16 Merriam, 1994
17 Ibid
18 Holme & Solvang, 1997
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investigation one seeks thorough information from a small
number of units and focus is put on unique opinions, feelings
and possible deviations e.g. by personal interviews. Using this
method will give a description and an understanding of the
phenomenon that is being studied.19

The quantitative method on the other hand is characterised by
transforming the information obtained into numbers and
quantities and then using it for statistical analysis. This method
investigates the area in width; one collects little information
from a large number of units and uses it to describe or explain a
certain phenomenon e.g. by questionnaires. The results are
meant to give a picture of the situation in general.20

We do not believe that a quantitative study would have given
us the possibility of reaching beyond the surface and getting the
interviewees’ thoughts and opinions since the quantitative
alternative does not make it possible to make attendant
questions and discuss the answers given to the initial question.

However, the two types of research methods are not in any way
competing with one another, on the contrary, the two elements
can with advantage be combined in the same investigation.
With their strengths and weaknesses they complement each
other and seize a more overall picture of the subject of
investigation.21 It could have been meaningful for our research
to have conducted some kind of quantitative survey as a
supplement to the interviews. This could have given us an idea
of the general tendencies among project leaders of adapting the
managerial style depending on the group’s composition of
nationalities. Our time frame was however limited and we had
to restrict our research to including only a qualitative study.

                                          
19 Holme & Solvang, 1997
20 Ibid
21 Ibid
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2.3.3 The interviews

Project managers were chosen as interviewees since we believe
that they probably are the ones that have the best overview of
the conflicts and problems that occur frequently as well as they
are the ones who know if and how they change their
managerial style according to the groups’ composition of
nationalities. Further, our purpose focuses on Swedish
managers and therefore these have been the targets of our
interviews.

We chose to focus on two internationally established Swedish
companies, Atlas Copco and Skanska, where we contacted
people that have experience from project management. We got
in contact with the people at Skanska through our tutor at the
university while the people at Atlas Copco were found with the
help of the tutor the company provided us with when writing
our bachelor thesis earlier this year. Having this help made the
process of finding the right people to interview much easier
which was of great importance since time has been something
of a scarcity. We conducted five interviews in total, two with
people from Atlas Copco and three with people from Skanska.
We wanted, initially, to get in contact with more project
managers but the people we contacted were in very critical
phases in their actual projects and did not have the time to meet
with us before the deadline of this report. Further, we noticed
after five interviews that the answers all pointed at the same
direction so we do not believe that conducting more interviews
would have altered our conclusions considerably in this subject.

The interviews were all conducted in person at the
interviewees’ offices and in addition to taking notes during the
interviews we also recorded them on tape. The interviews were
then typed down and sent to each interviewee so they could
have the possibility to add comments or change possible
mistakes in our interpretations. This was done to assure that we
had understood the answers and comments the way they were
meant and in that way be able to assure accuracy and
credibility in our analysis to a higher extent.
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Obtaining reliability in interpreting research is quite difficult
since the investigation, in some way, almost always is
dependent on the researcher and/or the units investigated.22

Reliability implies that the instruments used to perform the
study shall give confident and stable results that would be the
same if the study was to be repeated by other researchers. Since
we have chosen to use interviews to collect empirical data we
must be aware of that reliability is difficult to obtain to a full
extent. If some other researchers were to conduct the same
study using the same method as we have, their conclusions
might very well be different from ours. It is possible that the
situation for the interviewees, when we met them, affected their
answers that might have been different if the interviews had
been conducted on another occasion. Further, if other questions
had been asked maybe our conclusions would have been
slightly different.

One of the questions we have been pondering on is whether our
results are generally applicable. Is it so that we may find the
same tendencies in both companies regarding the adjustment of
leadership styles in multicultural project groups? If, after
having conducted our investigation, we can see such
tendencies, is it then possible to draw any general conclusions
from this? We think so. Even if we have seen similar (or even
the same) tendencies, we need to be cautious in generalising
since our research only embraces two companies. To be able to
draw more general conclusions, further research is needed.
However, since the tendencies are quite strong (according to
our interpretations) we believe that further research would
show similar results and we consider our investigation as a
pointer in this subject.

Even though we have done our utmost to look at all
information obtained as objective as possible we have had to
interpret the interviews we have had while drawing our own
conclusions. This will probably result in that somewhat
subjective thoughts will appear in our analysis, but that is also a
feature that is habitual in the hermeneutic approach.

                                          
22 Eriksson & Widersheim-Paul, 1999
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2.4 Some thoughts about our procedure

We have a descriptive approach to our problem, which results
in some of our research questions, presented in the first chapter,
being answered by the empirical data collected. However, we
will not settle with this. The comments and answers we
presented as our empirical data will be used to reach a deeper
understanding of the subject when applying the empirical data
on theories in the analysis.

Since this subject could have been investigated from several
different angles it could be seen as a limitation that we only
have interviewed project managers. The results we have
obtained might have been different if we would have included
project members in the study. This, however is a conscious
decision we have made since our timeframe did not allow us to
cover all angles.

Further, we have limited our investigation to interviews only
and we have not observed the reality, meaning that we have
not followed a project group ourselves to observe the project
manager “in action”, how he/she treats the project workers. We
have had to rely on the information provided by the project
managers on how he/she works and thereby taking the risk
that the information does not give us a truthful picture. This is
one factor that could lead to erroneously drawn conclusions.

In short we think of ourselves as having a hermeneutic view
on science where pre-understanding and interpretations are
fundamental. Our study has its starting point in the
empirical data collected, hence we find ourselves having an
inductive approach. Our study has several features of a case
study since it is focusing on one particular occurrence and
it is based mainly on an inductive discussion. To collect
information we have performed interviews, which makes
this study a purely qualitative one. The interviews were
conducted with project leaders at Atlas Copco and Skanska.
They took place in person and after each interview we
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summarised it and sent it to the respondent for comments
and approval. This was made to increase the accuracy and
credibility of our study. We have seen tendencies that all
point at the same direction, but we want to be careful to
generalise since our study is quite limited.
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3 What is so different with a
project?

The theoretical frame of this report will be presented in three
separate chapters. In this first chapter we will discuss
different authors’ views on what a project is, why it should
be adopted and in which situations it is suitable. Further we
will discuss how an effective project group could be
composed and also discuss homogeneity versus
heterogeneity in a project groups.

3.1 What is a project?

Before we can begin to discuss why a project needs to be treated
differently from ordinary tasks and activities within an
organisation, we need to define what a project really is, and
which characteristics are required for an activity to be called a
project.

The word project can be traced back to the Latin verb
“proicere” which can be divided into two parts: pro, which
means forward, and jacere, that signifies throw. Putting these
two parts together project could be said to signify something
that gets thrown forward.23 According to Harrison, a project
could be defined as:

 “A non-routine, non-repetitive, one-off undertaking, normally with
discrete time, financial and technical performance goals”. 24

He continues by stating four requisites that a project should
have:

� A specific objective to be completed within certain
specifications.

                                          
23 Mats Engwall, 1998
24 Harrison F.L, 1992
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� Defined start and end dates.

� Funding limits

� A consumption of resources like money, people’s time,
equipment etc. 25

Ögård & Gallstad and Wisén & Lindblom define a project in the
same way but add the requisite that it must be executed using
special work forms. The main difference between projects and
other forms of temporary workgroups is that when working
with a project one creates a separate organisation to solve the
task.26 The project is, in other words, separated from the regular
activities but non-the less strongly dependent on it.27 The
responsibility is given to a temporary responsible person,
which is not the case in other workgroups.28

The extreme form of a project is a totally independent group
where there is no connection to the main organisation, the
project is “lifted out” from the organisation. In this project form
the project manager takes full responsibility for managing the
project towards its goals. He/she has also total responsibility
for the budget and for the personnel. In other words the project
in this extreme version may get rather similar to a normal line
organisation.29

This project form, however, is rather unusual. The normal
relation is that the project manager shares resources with the
line in a so-called matrix organisation. The project workers and
even the project manager may share their time between one or
several projects and their normal areas within the line.30 The
matrix has a structure that has several dimensions. This gives
the structure strengths such as flexibility in the usage of

                                          
25 Harrison F.L, 1992
26 Ögård & Gallstad, 1999
27 Wisén & Lindblom, 1998
28 Ögård & Gallstad, 1999
29 Nytell, 1996

30 Ibid
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resources and competence. The most characteristic for a matrix
structure is that the project workers have two managers – the
project manager and the line manager. This may in some
situations create conflicts and stress since the two managers can
have different interests.31

3.2 Why use the project form?

Organisations are often not really adapted to tasks that demand
resources from various functions of the organisation. Some
tasks may also need much flexibility and controlling that the
organisation cannot offer. The project is by its nature engaging
colleagues across the normal units of the organisation and
thereby the project needs strong co-ordination, resource
planning and co-operation.32

Using the project work form may result in a certain matter
being solved faster and smoother than it would have been in a
normal line organisation. By using this work form, the question
may be “lifted out” and get more attention with protected
resources. If the organisation wants to achieve better co-
ordination and co-operation the project work form can
legitimate such a co-operation and get the employees to make
new contacts and think more freely. A certain matter can affect
various units within an organisation that needs to contribute
with their knowledge in different ways. To create a project
group where different persons have different roles and tasks
could be a smooth way to proceed.33 Further, project work
creates learning organisations where the members learn from
each other, everybody’s opinions are of equal importance and
the learning is seen as a natural part of the job process.34

When are the motives for creating a project group strongest?
Some characteristics for these situations are that the task:
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� Is complex and involves interdependence of several
departments.35

� Is completely new and there is uncertainty concerning how it
should be handled.

� Concerns several organisations or units and puts great
demands on co-ordination.

� Is costly and demands certain follow-up.

� Must be completed within a fixed time frame.

� Is possible to limit and specify.36

3.3 The project group

As in the regular organisation it is difficult to generalise when it
comes to the project organisation’s design. The structure must
fit the project’s nature and goal.37 The project group is most
often composed by co-workers from different functions of the
organisation. They normally have different competencies and
skills, and are often located in different cities and in different
countries.38 A well-composed project team should contain the
skills and experience necessary to solve the task in a satisfying
way.

Lindström-Myrgård among many other authors has discussed
the size of the optimal group and several of these refer to group
psychology that asserts that three to seven people in a group
often functions best. 39
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3.3.1  Balanced groups40

When working in a group people tend to take on a role where
they act and contribute to the group’s work in a specific
manner. Some people are task oriented and keep the group on
the right track toward reaching their goal and objective. Others
are relation-oriented and keep the group united by encouraging
the colleagues, handling conflicts, giving feedback on the
process etc. The effectiveness of the group presumes that the
group has the right balance of roles.

There are different ways to organise and put together a group.
Lind & Skärvad mention three main types, and are careful to
emphasise that every task can find one type that fits best. The
organisation of the group must therefore be made with the
tasks specific characteristics in mind. We will now give three
examples of groups that are balanced and present what kind of
personalities and tasks that are typical for each group.

Role differentiated groups

In this kind of group the team roles are specialised, the work is
done sequential and the co-ordination is done through direct
control or standardisation. Typical for this kind of group are the
sequential relations where the tasks are following each other in
time, clearly specified rules, and differentiated roles. The
manager does not have very much possibility to affect the
single worker’s behaviour when the job has started.

The role-differentiated group is appropriate when the task is
easy to specify in advance. The strength of this team is that
every individual get to focus on his/her task and role and also
get evaluated on the basis of his/her own performance. The
weakness of this kind of group is that when everything is
strongly defined in advanced there is not much room for
flexibility.
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Role integrating groups

The base for the role-integrating group is that the roles are
specialised but that the “actors”, during the procedure of the
project, have to co-operate with each other. The work relations
are parallel and the work of one group member must therefore
be co-ordinated with the other members’ contributions. These
characteristics lead to high demands on communication and to
some extent personal chemistry between the group members.
The managers role, except for electing the members, is to adapt
the group to new situations.

This type of group is suited for more dynamic or complex tasks
where it is necessary to be able to move collectively, flexibly
and quickly. It is also dependent on a skilful manager and clear
goals.

Role completing groups

In a role completing team the roles are specialised but the
“actors”, except for being integrated with the other group
members, have to be prepared to complement the others and
adapt to the other group members’ strengths and weaknesses
and to support and complement these. The work is done
parallel and the function may, in certain cases, mean a
preparedness to “take over” other people’s tasks. This is why
there are even stronger demands on mutual adaptation and
more fluent relations between the group members and we are
now speaking of pure team performance.

This type of group is most suitable for tasks that are
complicated and that changes rapidly, where there are
demands on improvisation and that the members can adapt
and complement each other.
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3.3.2 Just a plain apple pie or a tropical mixed one?

“Mix well, not only men and women but also race, religion, and cultural
background. Strew gravel in the machinery.”41

In literature treating project groups and project management
there is a consensus that a mixture of different people normally
gives a certain touch to the group. Many authors recommend a
mixture of different age groups, gender, professional
background, personality etc. to be able to create a project group
that is creative and effective.42 Heterogeneity is, in other words,
something that is seen as a positive feature of a project group.

Since this report only will treat the dimension of national
culture we have chosen to focus on the different opinions when
it comes to homogeneity/heterogeneity of nationalities in
projects.

Cultural diversity of a group has both positive and negative
impacts on the group’s performance, efficiency and
productivity. Enshassi brings up and compares several authors’
views on this subject in his book on multicultural management.
According to Trinandis, the best way to maximise a group’s
efficiency is to ensure that the group members are
homogeneous in ability level, to make communication easier,
and heterogeneous in attitudes. This would give a greater
variety of solutions and alternatives to problems. Woodcock, on
the other hand, argues that the main factor for the success of the
Japanese automobile industry was the cultural homogeneity.
He continues by saying that homogeneity fosters greater
solidarity and improves morale, which increases productivity
and quality of the product. These arguments are supported by
Cartwright, and Anderson who stated that similarities between
team members reinforces the cohesion of the team, which in
turn will result in higher productivity.43
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Steiner found that, despite the greater complexity of the work
process, a more diverse group augments productivity of a
group. Further culturally diverse groups tend to perform either
the best or the poorest. This phenomenon was explained by
Adler who claimed that the team’s performance was a result of
how they manage their differences. A well-managed culturally
diverse team could become very productive.44

The most common definition of a project is that it needs to
have a specific objective, defined start and end dates and
limited funding. It is separated from the regular activities in
an organisation but is still dependant on it. The project form
is used when the task needs much flexibility, attention and
controlling and if there is a need to attract people from
different departments. The importance of having a balanced
project group has also been discussed describing three
different types of groups where the roles of the members and
their relations to one another are different. Further, we have
presented the different opinions that exist on the subject of
culturally mixed project groups and the impact the mix has
on the group’s performance, efficiency and productivity.
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4 Management

The second chapter of our frame of reference will treat
management. We will present classical management
theories and theories on project management that will be of
use when continuing our investigation.

In literature that treats this subject, the terms leadership and
management are sometimes used interchangeably while there
are many authors that choose to make a distinction between the
two terms. Yukl for example wrote that the difference between
leadership and management is that one can be a leader without
being a manager and one can be a manager without leading.45

We have chosen not to make a distinction between a leader and
a manager in this thesis since the people we have interviewed
are both leaders and managers.

4.1 Project management

The traditional forms of organisation and management
techniques do not handle project management effectively and
as a result of this project management has been developed as a
separate branch of management. There is a need for specialised
forms of organisation, communication, financial management,
control and managing the human resources because of the
special characteristics of projects and the problem caused by
them.46

Since a project goes through several stages from research &
development to design and production there is no individual
departmental manager that can assume the leading
management role throughout the whole project. The traditional
organisation structure does therefore not handle projects
effectively. It tends not to meet time targets and it has
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difficulties to achieve effective communication and co-
ordination between the different departments that are involved
in the project. Further it cannot handle dynamic and complex
relations that change constantly.47 Project management is about
directing an organisation that is responsible for an undertaking
that is limited in scope and time48. These undertakings are
generally recognised as being specialised activities designed to
achieve a predetermined objective or goal49.

The project group’s organisation structure is quite different.
The conventional organisation divides the people into groups
of similar skills, interests or occupational specialisation, this is
however not applicable for the project organisation. Projects
are, as mentioned earlier, temporary undertakings that usually
involve several departments of a company, and most of the
departments are normally working on more than one project at
the time and each of these are at different stages in the project
life cycle. This displays that projects are complex with respect to
interdependencies and interaction between groups and
departments and sometimes even other companies.50 Hence
project management is about co-ordinating this complexity to
make the project run smoothly.

4.2 The project manager – a man in between

A project manager is in general managing a higher proportion
of professionals or specialists. Therefore he/she needs to have a
different attitude when it comes to control, co-ordination,
communication and setting the performance standards. When
managing a group of professionals the usual superior-
subordinate relationship must be modified, for example should
the methods of work performance be established by the
professional him-/herself. This also means that the professional
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must be accountable for productivity and not be excused from
responsibility of having to produce according to the
requirements of his/her profession.51

Most essential in the project management concept is a clear
delineation of authority and responsibility. The manager is
responsible for delivering the end product in accordance with
performance requirements, within budget limitations and
within the time schedule. In general the project manager will
delegate by tasks so that the subordinates in the group will
have the same three responsibilities for subprojects.52

Lawrence & Lorsh introduce another concept in this area, the
term “integration” which is achieving unity of efforts among
the major functional specialists in an organisation. The
integrator’s role is to handle the non routine problems that
occur among the traditional functions when each of them strive
to do its own job. According to these authors this kind of
person has been identified earlier as product manager, program
co-ordinator, project manager etc. and the core function of these
positions has been the same as the one of the integrator.53

In general the project manager can be regarded as the man in
between. He/she must be comfortable in the front office talking
about budgets and corporate policies and at the same time feel
at ease talking about the specific task of the project. However it
is important to understand that he/she is not a supernatural
person, the project manager cannot be expected to be equally
knowledgeable in both areas. Being a little bit of both he/she is
different from both and it is this quality that makes this kind of
person so valuable.54

How should a project manager be? What kind of person is
needed to carry through a project? According to Gaddis it is
necessary for the project manager to see all things as though
his/her particular project is the centre of the corporate
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universe. This is needed to generate the necessary drive from
the manager to get the project to succeed. Further,
communication deserves much attention. A project manager
must be able to communicate adequately with the group
members and to develop a communicative attitude among the
whole project group.55 Avots adds the importance of being able
to make important decisions on basis of few data that have been
analysed in a haste.56

Lawrence & Lorsh classifies the characteristics needed to be an
effective project manager/integrator into three needs:

� Affiliation need – there should be a strive for paying
attention to others and to their feelings, trying to establish
friendly relationships in meetings and offering opportunities
for interaction.

� Achievement need – to be effective the project manager
should have an achievement need that is near the norm of
managers in general. If higher, it might reduce the will to
collaborate with regards to a perceived competition that will
diminish the effectiveness in the organisation as a whole.

� Power need – attaining enough power to influence others by
persuasive arguments or by taking leadership roles in group
activities.

The behavioural styles of different integrators have been
investigated, revealing that effective integrators show a
tendency to take initiative, they are aggressive, confident and
persuasive. Further they seek status to a greater extent than the
less effective integrators, they are ambitious, active and, as
Gaddis also mentioned, effective in communication. An
effective integrator have a high social competence, and prefer
more flexible ways of acting.57
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4.3 Project- vs. Classical Management

Anthony & Govindarajan point at some characteristics that
make the management of projects different from management
of an ongoing organisation’s activities.

� A project usually has one single objective, e.g. to develop a
new product or alike while in an ongoing organisation there
are normally several different objectives. A line manager
will, except for supervising day-to-day work, make decisions
that will affect future operations and he/she will be
evaluated in terms of all the results he/she achieves. The
project manager on the other hand will also make decisions
that affect the future, but the time horizon ends with the
project and he /she will be judged on basis the end product
of the project.

� Project control focus is always on the project itself whose
objective is to produce a desired product within a specified
time horizon and at an optimum cost. The ongoing
organisation focuses on the activities of a specific period of
time and on all products worked on in that period.

� The standards on the performance seem to be less reliable for
a project than for the main organisation. Standards for
repetitive project activities can be developed from past
experience of e.g. estimating time and costs. But many
projects are quite different from prior projects so that
historical information is not of much help.

� The plans for a project tend to change frequently,
unpredictable environmental changes or unexpected facts
that occur during a consulting engagement may lead to
changes in the project plans. This indicates a need for a more
flexible control system than is necessary in the normal
organisation.
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� Projects seem to be more strongly influenced by the external
environment than the ordinary line functions are.58

The greatest differences between theories on project
management and classical management can be found in the
organising, structure and financial management parts.
However we mean to study the managerial/leadership style of
project managers in multicultural projects. Therefore theories
concerning how to organise and finance projects are of little
interest to us. Since our study will treat the managers’
behaviour we will, in addition to project management theories,
support our discussion on some classical management theories
that we find can be applicable on the subject. We will now
present some of these theories starting with management
behaviours. These theories are applicable both on classical
organisations as well as on project organisations.

4.4 Management behaviours

We have chosen to present two of the most cited overall
behaviours of a leader. It is common that a manager has both
behaviours in his/her management style but one can often
detect one of these behaviours to be the more dominant one.

Task-oriented behaviour A manager that is mainly task-oriented is
a manager that primarily is concerned with accomplishing the
task that the workgroup has. This kind of manager is more in to
planning, organising and monitoring operations as well as
clarifying roles.59

Relations-oriented behaviour A manager that is mainly relations-
oriented is primarily concerned with improving relationships
and helping people, increasing co-operation and teamwork as
well as job satisfaction. This kind of manager is more
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supporting, developing and recognising and is set to manage
conflicts. 60

4.4.1 Managerial duties and responsibilities

As we mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, authors
have chosen to define a leader in terms of behaviour among
other things. Yukl has treated five characteristics that a
manager may apply to be able to manage his/her workforce to
perform a task. Planning is one of these characteristics. A
manager who is good at planning identifies necessary action
steps, estimates the time needed to carry out each step and sets
deadlines and costs to go through these steps and to get his/her
work force to reach their goal. When a leader is said to be
problem solving he/she identifies work-related problems and
takes the responsibility to deal with them. He/she also
identifies connections among problems and experiments with
possible solutions. Clarifying roles and objectives is another
behaviour that Yukl has described. The leader is defining job
responsibilities, setting performance goals, assigning tasks,
providing instructions of how to do a task.  A leader can also be
informing and is then skilful at communicating task-relevant
information, improving direct access by others to relevant
information as well as keeping people informed about decision
and changes. Monitoring operations is a behaviour that deals
with identifying and measuring key indicators of unit
performance, monitoring key process variables as well as
outcomes, measuring progress against plans and budgets,
observing operations directly and  encouraging reporting of
problems and mistakes. Each type of these managerial
behaviours can be of great importance and help if the manager
is skilful enough to adapt the behaviours in a proper way.61

Yukl goes on introducing five other characteristics that a
manager can have but now focusing on behaviours to manage
the relations with the individuals in his/her project group. It is
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of course of great importance to get respect from one’s
subordinates as well as to build relationships and create a
motivated and co-operative workforce. One specific trait that a
leader may have to improve his/her relations with the
subordinates is to be supportive. This simply means that the
leader shows considerations, acceptance and concern for the
subordinates. Several types of behaviours are included in the
description of being developing; coaching, mentoring and career
counselling. When a leader is recognising he/she gives praise
and showing appreciation to show respect for the individuals in
the project group. Rewarding is another way for a leader to be
which means that he/she is giving tangible benefits to someone
for effective performance and significant achievements.
Managing conflict is another important behaviour that a leader
needs to be able to build and maintain co-operative working
relationships within the manager’s unit. 62

4.4.2 Power and Influence63

Two terms that often are used when discussing management
are influence and power where the former is defined as the
effect that one person has on another and the influence may be
on that person’s attitudes, perceptions and behaviour. Power is
defined as the capacity to influence a person. When it comes to
influence, there are three concepts that Yukl discusses:

� Commitment A person agrees with a decision or request
from someone else and makes a great effort to carry out the
request.

� Compliance A person is willing to do what the agent asks
but feels indifferent rather than enthusiastic about the task.

� Resistance A person is against the proposal or request and is
not willing to carry out the request.
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When it comes to power there are three different types of
influence processes that Yukl describes:

� Instrumental Compliance A person carries out a request to
obtain a reward or to avoid a punishment.

� Internalisation A person is committed to support and to
implement proposals because it fits the values and beliefs of
that person.

� Identification A person imitates the agent’s behaviour
or/and adopts the same attitude because there is a need for
acceptance.

4.4.3 Control64

Miles & Snow has defined three different categories of
management control. Each category describes a possible way to
motivate the personnel and get them to perform as wanted.
The first they mention is Action Control which focuses on
ensuring that the employees perform, or do not perform,
certain  actions that are seen as beneficial, or harmful, to the
organisation. Action control can be executed in four different
ways, through behavioural constraints, pre-action reviews,
action  accountability and redundancy. When talking about
behavioural constraints the authors are talking about making it
impossible for people to do things that should no be done. This
can be done through physical constraints which could be
locking desks, computer password etc. Administrative
constraints, such as restricting decision-making authority, are
another kind of controlling the employees’ behaviour. Pre-
action reviews is a kind of action control where the action plans
of the employees are scrutinised before they can be executed.
The reviewers can approve or disapprove the proposed action
or ask for modification of the plans. Action accountability
involves holding the employees accountable for the actions they
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take. With redundancy Miles & Snow mean assigning more
people to a task than necessary to increase that a task will be
accomplished.

Action control requires that acceptable and unacceptable
behaviours are defined, that the employees know of these and
that good actions are rewarded while actions that diverge from
the acceptable behaviours are punished.

The second control category is Results Controls. Here focus is
put on the results achieved and not so much on how they are
achieved. The individuals get rewarded for generating good
results and punished for poor results. As mentioned the action
of the employees are not constrained, they are allowed to take
any action that they believe will produce the desired result best.
Hence, results controls are consistent with a decentralised
organisation. This kind of control requires that the dimension of
desired results are well developed, well known within the
organisation and have accurate performance measures on these
dimensions. If they are not, the employee may work to improve
an area or measure that is unimportant or ill-defined and
therefore not congruent with the objective of the organisation.

The third category is divided into two parts; Personnel and
Cultural Controls and is a part of almost every management
control system where it functions as a complement to the
action- and results control. The personnel Controls is built upon
the employees’ natural tendencies to control themselves. It is
based on trust to the work force and the methods of
implementing personnel control are through selection of
employees, training and job design and provision of necessary
resources. Finding the right people to do a particular job and
giving them a good work environment and necessary resources
will increase the probability that the job will be performed
properly. Training can give useful information about what
expected results or actions and also have positive effects on
motivation since people in general are often more interested in
performing well in jobs they understand better.
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Cultural Controls are designed to incite mutual-monitoring,
where the social pressure from groups on individuals within
the groups who deviate from the groups’ norms and values.
This kind of control is most effective when members of a group
have strong emotional ties to one another, e.g. in collectivist
countries (see 5.1.1 for a description of the collectivistic
concept). Cultural controls can be shaped in different ways.
Codes of conduct, which is a written document that gives
general statements of corporate values etc., is used by most
larger organisations and designed to help the employees
understand what behaviours are expected although specific
rules are absent. Group based rewards is another way to make
the employees monitoring each other, the reward one person
gets is dependent on how the whole group performs. Physical
arrangements, such as office plans and interior decor, and social
arrangements, such as dress codes and vocabulary, does also
shape the organisational culture.

4.5  The Swedish way of managing

One of our research questions treats the typical Swedish
management style. We will, in the chapter where we present
our empirical findings, show what the interviewees said about
this question. In this part however, we will turn to studies that
have been conducted to investigate whether there exists a
leadership style that is typical for Swedes.

Are there any characteristics of the Swedish management style
that are different from other nationalities? Gustavsson and
Melin answer this question affirmatively but with some
hesitation. They emphasise that a leadership style is influenced
by so many different factors where the nationality is only one of
them. Their studies have, however, shown tendencies to that a
Swedish leadership style does exist.65 We will briefly present
some of their findings that we believe describes the Swedish
leadership style well.
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Something that is often mentioned when discussing the
Swedish way of managing is the desire to reach consensus in
decision making. The organisational structure in Sweden and
the well-known democracy are of course determinants of a
climate where the consensus reaching has its  natural place.
Intimately linked to the decentralised structure is the
informality that often is shown among Swedish managers that
tend to want to keep a “low profile”. They leave much room for
the lower level management to take their own initiatives.
Further, Swedish managers seem to fear arguments and are
unwilling to meet in open conflicts.66

4.6 Management in multicultural projects

Above we have presented theories on project management as
well as on classical management. We will now continue by
presenting management in multicultural project groups where
we discuss theories, difficulties, differences and what such a
manager needs to be aware of. Studies of what managers do
each day at work show that 75% of their time is spent on
talking, writing and listening, hence communicating.67 It is
obvious that a manager needs great communication skills in
his/her work and as we will see, communication often runs
more smoothly when the people one is communicating with are
from the one’s own culture. Bearing this in mind, a manager of
a multicultural project group does not only need
communication skills but also needs to be aware of the cultural
differences and how they affect the communication.

To be able to have a meaningful discussion on the subject we
feel that we first need to discuss and present theories on
communication, focusing on cross culture communication as
well as culture, focusing on national culture and how it affects
communication and management. We have chosen to present it
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this way because, as we will see in the next chapter,
management in multicultural project groups is intimately
intertwined with the subjects culture and communication and
cannot be treated separately.

In this chapter we have presented theories both on project- and
classical management. The differences lie in the organising,
structuring and financial supervision because the project group’s
structure is different and demands higher flexibility and
dynamics. To be effective, a project manager should have an
affiliation need – being sensitive to others, an achievement need –
being effective and a power need – being able to influence and
inspire others. However, classical management theories on
behaviours are applicable on both project and classical
management. For example, being task or behaviour oriented is
highly relevant in both projects and in line organisations. We
have also presented managerial characteristics that a leader can
have when managing task performance, e.g. planning and
informing, and relations at work e.g. supportive and rewarding.
Miles’ and Snow’s three control categories Action Control,
Results Control and Culture & Personnel Control describe
different possibilities for a manager to control his/her workforce.
Consensus-reaching, informal and wanting to keep a low profile
are said to be characteristics typical of Swedish management
style.
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5 Culture

This third and last part of our frame of reference will treat
the culture issue. What is culture? Why is it important to
be aware of cultural differences when leading a project?
Further we will present how a few recognised theorists
categorise the different dimensions of culture.
Communication will also be treated since our culture
influences our manner of communication.

Culture is an issue with many different dimensions and we will
not try to treat them all. Both Trompenaars and Hofstede
discuss the different levels of culture where the first author
mentioned presents national, corporate and professional
levels,68 while the latter talks about gender, generation, social
class, regional as well as national and organisational levels69.
The level that is important to us in this thesis is the national
culture. Since we are focusing on multicultural project groups,
to see what kind of problems, if any, that arise from the fact that
people are from different national cultures, we will therefore, as
mentioned in the first chapter, not include theories on corporate
culture in the frame of reference. We will treat the national
culture, especially in regards to communication, and discuss
why it is important to be aware of it when working in a
multicultural project group.

The word culture comes from the Latin word “cultura” where
cult means worship and -ura means the result of. Having these
interpretations in mind Joynt and Warner have chosen to define
culture as “the result of human action”. Further they have listed
some characteristics of a culture that tie people together:
communication and language, dress and appearance, time and
time consciousness, values and norms, work habits and
practises, relationships and beliefs and attitudes to name a
few.70 Gudykunst has defined culture as historically transmitted
systems of symbols and meanings that are identifiable through
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norms and beliefs shared by a people.71 Another definition by
Simon, Vàzquez and Harris is that culture is a collection of
mindsets, standards or models that tell us who we are and how
we should behave. They go on saying that the best key to
understand culture is to look inside of ourselves and not look
for the answer around us. The essence of our own national
culture is how we, as members of a group, talk to and among
ourselves about what is right and wrong, good and bad, useful
and useless, beautiful and ugly, true and false.72 Two of the
most well-known authors in this subject, Trompenaars and
Hofstede, have chosen to define it simply by saying that culture
is the way in which a group of people solves problems and
reconciles dilemma.73

Why is it so important to be aware of the cultural differences
when working in a multicultural group? Everyone has different
notions of how to define values, habits and behaviour. The way
Chinese regard duty is not the way Americans regard it.
Romantic love is seen differently in France and Finland. The
English notion of revenge bears little resemblance to the
Sicilian.74 Not acknowledging the culture and how it
differentiates people’s way of looking at things causes
breakdowns. Engineers from Japan, China, America and France
may do well dealing with a technical problem but how they run
a meeting and take turns speaking may cause a breakdown.75

Cultural differences manifest themselves in several ways.
Above we presented culture in terms of levels. But it can also be
divided into layers. When we encounter a new culture we first
notice the differences in the people’s clothes, language, food,
buildings, monuments and art. This is the explicit culture and
also called the outer layer by Trompenaars. Further there is a
middle layer where, when penetrating a culture, one becomes
aware of the formal and informal laws where the latter ones are
created by the people’s shared beliefs and meanings. The last
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level is also the most difficult one to discover and confront; the
core. It is called the core because it constitutes the most basic
assumptions of human existence that the people have. If
confronted with questions concerning these basic assumptions
they might find it very difficult to answer and explain. (Why is
equality so important in Sweden for example?).76

Simon, Vàzquez and Harris treat cultural paradoxes where they
say that we need culture to interpret our world because we are
not able to stop, think and consciously analyse everything that
happens to us each day and by doing so we are likely to miss
changes and new development. We depend on culture to
understand and operate in our world, yet culture by its very
nature, filters our perceptions and affect our judgement so that
we see and function with a narrow range of possibilities. One of
the most important issues is that culture is ethnocentric by
nature and presents itself as a set of absolute beliefs where we
find it difficult to discuss issues as being relative. 77

That a manager is cultural sensitive, as Harris and Moran put it,
implies that he/she understands the cultural influences on
people’s behaviour78. A manager that is capable of operating
effectively in a global environment, being respectful of cultural
diversity, open and flexible in approaching others, able to cope
with situations and people that is different from his/her
background and willing to re-examine and change personal
attitudes and perceptions, is a “global leader” according to
Harris and Moran.79 Simon, Vázquez and Harris have made a
similar definition of a leader in a multicultural environment but
have chosen to name it the “transcultural leader”.80

Simon, Vázquez and Harris have listed some of the reasons to
why problems and disruption of cultural origin occur in groups
that are multicultural. They have divided them into internally
and externally caused problems that we have presented below:
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Internally

� Our own historical and cultural background
� Heightened stress level urge us to enforce our own cultural

standards
� Ignorance leading to fear
� Our own ethnocentricity and absolutism

Externally

� Physical characteristics of newcomers to the workforce
� Behavioural traits
� Increased numbers of workers from a different culture
� “Eccentric” beliefs based on limited information about others

5.1 Cultural dimensions

Several authors have developed dimensions to be able to
understand how cultures differ. Hofstede’s four culture
dimensions are some of the most well-known dimensions.
Trompenaars has developed five cultural dimensions and has
been influenced from Hofstede. We have chosen to present a
third author that is not as well known as the two authors
already mentioned but we believe that his two dimensions are
of interest and need some attention.

5.1.1 Hofstede’s cultural dimensions

As we have mentioned, Hofstede that is one of the most well-
known authors in this subject, has derived his four cultural
dimensions of cultural variability from empirical studies of a
multinational corporation. We will briefly present the four
dimensions since they are often used in similar discussions.
Gudykunst believes that the dimension of individualism-
collectivism is the most important one to understand the
similarities and differences in communication across cultures.
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Since his definition of this dimension is developed from
Hofstede’s definition of the same, the two do not differ much
and we have therefore decided to present both Gudykunst’s
and Hofstede’s definition under the same heading.

Individualism-Collectivism

This dimension is the major dimension of cultural variability
used to explain cross-cultural differences and similarities in
communication across cultures. It is useful in understanding
the role that the individuals play in society.81 In individualistic
cultures, emphasis is put on individuals’ goals while group
goals are more at focus in collectivistic cultures. Individualistic
cultures promote self-realisation for their members and they are
supposed to look after themselves and their immediate family
while the individual is required to fit into the group and the
group will take care of them in exchange for their loyalty in
collectivistic cultures.82 Another important issue within this
dimension is the matter of ingroups. Ingroups are “groups of
people about whose welfare one is concerned, with whom one
is willing to co-operate without demanding equitable returns,
and separation from whom leads to discomfort or even pain”83.
In individualistic societies, there are many ingroups that may
influence people’s behaviour (social clubs, family, religion,
profession etc). Since there are so many ingroups they tend to
have relatively little influence over their members’ behaviours.
However, in collectivistic societies the situation is quite the
opposite; there are few ingroups (family, work group and
university to name some of the major groups) and they exert
quite strong influence over their members’ behaviour in social
situations. Countries high in collectivism are Japan, Saudi
Arabia etc while countries that tend to be more individualistic
are Britain and France.84
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Uncertainty Avoidance

This dimensions deals with the degree to which members of a
culture try to avoid uncertainty. Members of cultures high in
uncertainty avoidance have a lower tolerance for uncertainty
and ambiguity, which expresses itself in higher levels of anxiety
and a greater need for formal rules and less tolerance for people
or groups with different ideas and behaviour. Hofstede has
summarised his view of people in such cultures as “what is
different, is dangerous”. When comparing with members of
cultures low in uncertainty avoidance, one can see that those
people have lower stress levels and they accept deviance and
taking more risks. Hofstede’s summary of these kind of people
is “what is different, is curious”. This dimension is useful in
understanding how foreigners are treated in particular when it
comes to discussions and interaction. Countries with tendencies
towards high uncertainty avoidance are Egypt, Argentina,
France, Japan and Spain. Countries that tend to be low on
uncertainty avoidance are Canada, England, Sweden, India and
the United States.85

Power Distance

This dimension can be interpreted as the extent to which the
less powerful members of institutions and organisations accept
that power is distributed unequally. Individuals from high
power distance cultures accept power as a part of the society
and superiors consider their subordinates to be different from
themselves and vice versa. Members of low power distance
cultures feel that there is limited dependence of subordinates
on managers and there is a interdependence between the
manager and subordinates. Power should only be used when it
is legitimate and expert or legitimate power is preferred. This
dimension is useful in understanding strangers’ behaviour in
role relationships in particular when different degrees of power
and authority is involved. Countries where high power
distance culture is predominant are Egypt, Guatemala, India,
Saudi Arabia etc whereas countries that would score low on
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power distance are Austria, Canada, Sweden, Israel, United
States etc.86

Masculinity-Femininity

Members of societies high in masculinity involves a high value
placed on things and power. They emphasise performance,
ambition and independence. Further, individuals in these
societies have stronger motivation for achievement, view work
as more central in their lives, have higher job stress and have
greater value differences between men and women in the same
position. They also view recognition, advancement or challenge
as more important to their job satisfaction. Members of societies
high in femininity place emphasis on people and quality of life.
They value fluid sex roles, service and interdependence and
have the opposite view on their jobs. These members tend to
have more contact with members of the opposite sex when
growing up. This dimension is useful in understanding cultural
differences and similarities in opposite- and same-sex
relationships. To achieve effective communication between
those two cultures it is important that they understand each
others’ orientation towards sex roles. Countries that tend to be
high in masculinity are Italy, Japan, Mexico and Switzerland
while countries with feminine predomination are Chile, the
Scandinavian countries and the Netherlands.87

5.1.2 Gudykunst’s cultural dimensions

Gudykunst has brought up two dimensions that he finds
important to understand the communication across cultures.
We have already treated one of his dimensions, individualism-
collectivism. Another dimension that he also brings up to
understand the communication differences is the high- and low
context culture communication dimension.
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A high context communication is one in which “most of the
information is either in the physical context or internalised in
the person, while very little is in the coded, explicitly
transmitted part of the message”. A low context
communication, in contrast, is one in which “the mass of
information is established in the explicit code”. People in a high
context society expects their interlocutors to share the same
mindsets thus knowing what they mean without explicitly
having to communicate it. In low context cultures, people know
that the message their interlocutors want to express is to be
found in the message that is actually transmitted. Members of
low context, individualistic cultures tend to communicate in a
direct fashion while the opposite tend to be more common in
high context, collectivistic societies.88

People in high- and low context cultures do not regard conflicts
in the same way. People in low context cultures interpret the
source of the conflicts as being instrumental, i.e. differences in
views on goals and practices. People can therefore argue over
task-oriented issues without getting personal. People in high
context cultures tend to see conflicts arising from expressive
cultures. 89

5.1.3 Trompenaars’ cultural dimensions90

Trompenaars has also developed cultural dimensions.  He has
worked a lot with Hofstede’s four cultural dimensions as a
starting point. We will now present the five cultural dimensions
that Trompenaars has developed.

The first dimension is universalism versus particularism or in
other words, societal versus personal obligation. Universalism is
applied where people believe that the truth and what is good
can be discovered, defined and “applied” everywhere. Focus is,
in these cultures, more on rules than on relationships, and legal
contracts are ready drawn up. In countries that are said to be
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universalistic, there is only one truth or reality that has been
agreed to already. Particularism, however, exists where focus is
more on relationships than on rules. The unique circumstances
and relationships are more important when determining what
is right and good than abstract rules. This dimension is
important to understand when for example writing contracts in
business. Universalistic cultures spend a lot of time and energy
on contracts while particularistic cultures tend to rely more on
relationships with the people they close the deal with.
Countries high on universalism are the USA, Germany, Sweden
and the UK. Countries high on particularism are Venezuela,
Russia and China.

Individualism versus collectivism or personal versus group goals,
is the second dimension. This issue has been treated by many
researchers in this subject and we have in our frame of
reference chosen to present what Hofstede and Gudykunst
have written about this as well as Trompenaars. This issue
concerns how groups resolve their problems; does a person
regard him-/herself primarily as an individual or primarily as
part of a group? Within collectivistic societies people identify to
various groups e.g. the church, the union, their family etc.
People ideally achieve in groups which assumes joint
responsibility. In individualistic cultures people are assumed
personal responsibility and ideally achieve alone. This
dimension is important to understand when it comes to
negotiations, decision-making and motivation. Countries high
on individualism are the USA, Czechoslovakia, Argentina, the
UK and Sweden. Countries high on collectivism are Singapore,
Thailand, Japan and France.

The third of Trompenaars’ dimensions is called neutral versus
affective relationships or emotional orientation in relationships.
This dimension concerns the different context and ways that
cultures choose to express emotions. In affective cultures,
expressing emotions openly is more “natural” while in more
neutral cultures people believe that emotions should be
controlled and should not be shown or appear to be out of
control. There is a tendency for neutral cultures to consider
outbursts of anger, delight or intensity in the workplace as
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unprofessional. Countries that tend to be neutral are Japan, the
UK and Australia while countries that tend to be affective are
Mexico, the Netherlands and Switzerland. Sweden does not end
up in any of the extremes but rather in the middle.

Specific versus diffuse relationships or degree of involvement in
relationships. This dimension deals with the degree of
involvement individuals are comfortable with in dealing with
other people. There are various levels of personality, from a
more public level to a more private one. There can be cultural
differences in the size of people’s public and private levels as
well as the degree to which they feel comfortable sharing those
parts of their personality with other people. People in specific
cultures have more “open” public spaces and more “closed”
private spaces. They appear direct, open and extrovert and are
careful to separate work and private life. In more diffuse
cultures people are quite the opposite where they appear
indirect, are closed and introvert and they keep their work and
private life closely linked. Countries that tend to be specific are
the UK, the USA and France while countries that are more
diffuse are Venezuela, China, Spain and Sweden.

The fifth and last dimension that Trompenaars has developed is
achievement versus ascription or legitimation of power and status.
This dimension is important to understand how status and
power in a society are determined. Status can be based either on
what someone does or on what someone is. In achievement
oriented countries, at work, people are evaluated by how well
they perform. Relationships are related to one’s colleagues and
success is universally defined as for example increased sales. In
ascriptive cultures, status is attributed to people that naturally
achieves it by being either charismatic or highly skilled. The
status is generally independent of a task or specific function.
Countries that are more achievement oriented are the USA, the
UK and Sweden while countries that tend to be more ascription
oriented are Venezuela, Indonesia and China.
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5.2  Communication

An average person takes in 25% of what is spoken to
him/her and remembers only 10%.91

Communication is the process of using signs and symbols that
create meaning in another person for whatever intent, or even
without conscious intent, on the part of the person producing
the symbols or signs.92  Simon, Vazquez and Harris talk about
two mindsets when communicating; saying something to
someone else and considering communication to be a
collaborative effort between people to create meaning and
action. The easiest way to describe communication is by the
figure below.93

Source: Own interpretation from Joynt & Moran, 1996

Most communication is manifested through symbols that differ
in their meaning according to time, place, culture or person.
Communication skills include gestures, signs, shapes, colours,
sounds, pictures and many other symbols.94 When we
communicate we attach meaning to (or interpret) messages we
construct and transmit to others. We also attach meaning to (or
interpret) messages that we receive from others. To say that two
people have communicated effectively requires that the two
attach relatively similar meanings to the messages sent and
received. 95

Culture plays an important role here since it is one’s cultural
background that has decided what is unimportant for us to hear
and acts thus as a filter. To say we communicate does not imply
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an outcome. Whether or not a specific instance of
communication is effective or not depends on the degree to
which the participants attach similar meanings to the message
exchanged. What is important to the speaker may be different
from what is important to us or contradicted by other
information we receive.96

5.2.1 Communication in a multicultural environment

In a multicultural project group (or any organisation where
people from a multicultural background work together) Harris
and Moran speak of cross-cultural communication.
Communication across cultural boundaries is difficult since
differences in customs, behaviour and values may cause
problems. These occur when people fail to recognise that
persons of other cultural backgrounds have different goals,
customs, cognitive maps and values. Effective cross-cultural
communication and interaction is the only way to manage these
kind of problems. One is very perceptive when working within
one’s own culture since it is easier to know what ideas that are
accepted or rejected and when others are following the
conversation. However, when communicating across cultures
there is a real possibility of reading people incorrectly.
Problems occur when one does not pay close enough attention
or actively listen to what an individual is trying to
communicate.97  Gudykunst has also treated this subject but has
chosen to name it intercultural communication and defines it as
face to face communication between people with different
cultural backgrounds. The degree of “interculturalness” of a
communication depends on the degree of heterogeneity of the
people involved. When people have a highly similar
worldview, normative patterns, code systems and perceived
relationships and intent, then the level of interculturalness is
low and communication will proceed with minimal effort and
maximum accuracy.
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Awareness is of course one of the most important keys when
managing multicultural groups. Just as important as it is to be
aware of differences of other peoples’ cultures and what that
brings, it is vital to understand that management philosophies
are deeply rooted in culture and that management practices
developed in one culture may not easily transfer to another98.
Communication and culture influence each other. The culture
in which individuals are socialised influences the way they
communicate and the way they communicate can change the
culture they share over time.99

There are many definitions of culture, but to sum it up one
can say that it is what ties people together (clothes,
language, values, norms, practices and attitudes). Culture
can be described in terms of both levels, where we
concentrate on national culture, and layers, where we touch
both the outer and the middle layer. It is important to be
aware of and to be able to identify cultural differences when
managing a multicultural project. Different cultural
backgrounds often implies different values, habits and
behaviours and there are many problems that can be traced
to cultural differences in a workgroup. We have presented
cultural dimensions of three different authors; Hofstede,
Trompenaars and Gudykunst. The dimensions have been
developed to easier understand how cultures differ. We have
also learnt that culture plays an important role when
communicating. It affects the way we communicate and the
way we interpret what is said. Cultural awareness is hence
an important key to succeed in intercultural
communication.
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6 Empirical data

In this chapter we will present, in brief, our empirical
findings. Five project leaders in two of Sweden’s largest
companies have been interviewed about their experiences of
multicultural project work. The reader will get an idea of
what kind of problems that occur, if and how the Swedish
manager needs to adapt, what characteristics a
multicultural leader needs and the pros and cons of
conducting a multicultural project.

6.1 Introduction

We have chosen to interview people from two traditional
Swedish companies, Skanska and Atlas Copco, which are
represented in a great part of the world. Working on projects
where the participants are from different countries is not an
unusual situation in these companies. However, the
characteristics of the projects do differ in the two companies.
Skanska’s projects involve hundreds of people for example
when building a reservoir in Tanzania. They usually co-operate
with other international companies as well as with local
organisations and this results in a complex and international
project organisation. Atlas Copco, on the other hand, usually
work with projects internally, without any intervention from
other organisations. Their international projects do most often
include people that work for different Atlas Copco companies
around the world. This does not necessarily mean that these
people leave their country when working on a project except for
shorter periods of time when meeting up with the rest of the
project members and the communication is handled by mail
and telephone. Their projects are usually of a product
developing character and they often work on an international
basis where the projects normally do not comprise as many
people as the projects at Skanska. These differences in project
character, we believe, do not constitute an obstacle for us when
comparing their experiences of multicultural projects. We have
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chosen to present the answers in a narrative style, where we
have intertwined the answers with examples that our
interviewees have given us to make it more comprehensible.
We would like to remind the reader that what is written in this
chapter is exclusively the answers, ideas, thoughts and feelings
that the people we interviewed communicated to us. None of
our own opinions are expressed here.

6.2 Problems common in multicultural projects

The first questions that we brought up was one of the main
issue in this thesis – do problems exist in multicultural projects
that are specific to these kinds of projects? All of the
interviewees claimed that they have experienced some kind of
difficulties or problems when working on multicultural
projects. Most of them were focusing on the communication
issue and we will present the answers below. We have chosen
to divide them into different headings to make it more clear.
We will also present the description given by our interviewees
of the Swedish management style since it is an important
influence in the way Swedish managers communicate.

6.2.1 Language

The first problem brought up was the communication problem,
where language barriers were in focus. These problems occur
both with manual workers as well as at managerial levels.
However opinions differed in how to handle these differences.
One Skanska employee told us that “when working with many
different nationalities an international language tends to develop, a
sort of modified English”. He had experienced that “people that do
not have a good command of English speak their own language but are
understood with the help of hand gestures”. Another Skanska
employee told us that they had sent a group leader to Tanzania
in the mid-seventies to supervise a construction site without
knowing a word of English and he managed to get his
employees to understand him by going around showing them
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what he expected them to do. A third Skanska employee told us
that when working in Peru on a project, they had to hold
meetings in two languages, English and Spanish, to be able to
communicate with everyone involved. Having to hold meetings
and to negotiate in a language different from one’s own is often
a negative factor. It is easy to find oneself in a disadvantageous
position when working with people in their native language.
However, he continued by saying that this situation might not
always implicate that one is in a weak position. “Negotiating in a
foreign language can allow oneself to be more vague and to take more
time to think when speaking.”

An Atlas Copco employee explained that the language used in
their organisation is English but many people in other countries
do not speak the language very well. “Hopefully there is at least
one on the project that masters the language and can act as an
interpreter”. This situation is more common on the middle
management level. Another Atlas Copco employee said that on
the corporate level, the level of English knowledge was usually
quite good and the actual language was not really a problem.
“It is more the way of communicating that could be a source of
problems”.

People from both companies had experienced that French
people are difficult to work with since they only want to speak
French and can be perceived as ignorant if people do not speak
French.

6.2.2 Misunderstandings

The language problem was not the only one mentioned. They
all mentioned that misunderstanding is a common problem in
multicultural projects. There are of course misunderstandings
due to language differences but many misunderstandings are of
cultural origin. A lot of the misunderstandings can be traced to
the different ways of communicating that we will bring up later
on. Our interviewees all agreed that “misunderstandings always
occur when conducting a multicultural project”. Because of
different frames of reference people perceive different things
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out of the same information. However, someone said that “they
are usually more common initially and will after hand be of less
importance”. An example of such misunderstandings is when
talking to Asian people that out of politeness say that they
understand even when they do not.

Having the cultural differences in mind, we treated the
technical misunderstanding that can occur in a project. A
French engineer and a Swedish engineer have a simular
educational background but might still find it difficult to
understand one another, not considering the language
differences. Their education has taught them to regard problem
solving in different manners, which still can lead to
misunderstandings.

Different nations have different perspectives of time and this
was brought up as an issue that sometimes creates certain
irritation. Latin-Americans was mentioned as one group of
people that do not take the time issue very seriously. They are
said to often arrive late to meetings etc. while Swedes and
Germans, that are known to be very punctual, feel that “being
late is showing a lack of respect and not appreciating the presence of
the other group members”, hence resulting in conflicts.

6.2.3 Communication patterns and the Swedish management style

How the communication patterns differ between different
nationalities was another of the more important problems that
were brought up in our interviews. Many of the interviewees
spoke about a typical Swedish organisation and leadership that
influence Swedish people’s way of communicating. Swedes do
not appreciate the hierarchical organisation the way that for
example Italians do. A Swedish organisations are more “flat” in
its nature, which of course affects the way people communicate.
Communication tends to be more informal and Swedes address
people at all different levels in the hierarchy without feeling
uneasy. A Swedish manager can for example give direct orders
to a worker, skipping the contact with the middle manager. A
Latin-American middle manager would probably be offended
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by this behaviour and might regard it as disrespecting the
hierarchical order. When it comes to being informal, Swedes
may be regarded as disrespectful for addressing managers as
someone “equal”. A German middle manager in a meeting with
a superior would not do the talking unless he/she is addressed
directly. Another example given to us that clearly shows the
difference was that “when observing a group of Latin-American or
Italian people one can clearly see who the boss is since he is usually in
the front doing all the talking. When observing a group of Swedish
people, figuring out who the boss is, is more difficult since people at all
different levels in the organisation can speak more or less freely”. A
Swedish middle manager might experience adversity if not
aware of this phenomena.

Wanting to reach consensus in discussions and decisions is
something typically Swedish according to the people we
interviewed. This is a common source of misunderstanding
since people from cultures that are used to hierarchical
organisations find comfort and security in having the decisions
taken for them. When a Swedish manager wants to discuss an
issue with these kinds of people they misinterpret this
behaviour as being indecisive and unable to taking decisions on
his/her own. One of the people we interviewed even said that
“Swedish managers are not trained to take on the role as a manager in
an international environment” where many nationalities are used
to a more authoritarian manager. An Englishman, not used to
working as independently as a Swede, expects his/her manager
to take the decisions and needs to be supervised more. Some of
the interviewees admitted that the Swedish management style,
described above, can cause a lack of respect for the manager
among the employees but at the same time none of the people
we talked to had had any experience of this problem.

6.2.4 Personality goes a long way

There was one interviewee in particular who wanted to
emphasise that there is always a risk of people creating
prejudice against a whole nation after only a few encounters
with people from that country. Therefore it is important to have
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in mind that behaviour different from one’s own does not have
to be a result of cultural differences. The individual’s
personality plays an important role in the way he/she behaves
professionally and might differ from the “typical” behaviour of
the nation. A conflict depending on personality differences
could just as well occur between two people from the same
nation. He believed that “all differences one experiences when
working with foreign people need to be looked at as personality
differences first before judging the differences as cultural”.

6.2.5 How serious are the problems?

The issues that we have presented above have not caused the
failure of projects but have still been experienced as difficulties
and issues that is important to overcome. However, the
interviewees emphasised that these kinds of problems
mentioned were not seen as great obstacles when conducting a
project.

6.3 How to avoid cultural clashes

The Skanska employees told us that “conflicts sometimes have led
to people being sent home from projects abroad” – but this solution
is not the most common one. If these conflicts have arisen from
cultural differences or if it simply was a question of not getting
along due to personality of the individuals in question is
difficult to determine. To eliminate cultural clashes as far as
possible Skanska has, in some projects, chosen to work with
companies from other countries in a consortium. This means
that the different companies divide the project physically, for
example the Italians are responsible for building the reservoir,
the Swedes are responsible for the tunnel work while the Dutch
took care of the road building. This way the arguments and
misunderstandings are reduced during the actual execution of
the construction.
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In the Atlas Copco projects it is common that certain people
recur in several international projects. These people come to
understand the Swedish culture and management and this
diminishes misunderstandings and makes it easier to work
together. It is easier to work on projects with people that have
had some international experience and are used to working in a
global atmosphere and have developed a comprehension of the
international jargon. Skanska also brought this up. After having
trained local people for a project in Peru they brought these
people with them to the next project in Panama to be able to
take advantage of their experiences of work as a part of a
multinational workforce. It is easier for the ones that have
travelled a lot to adapt to a new environment, being used to
confrontations with different cultures and situations. People
who never left their home country are very much influenced by
their own culture and might have difficulties to adapt to
international project work.

6.4 When in Rome…

When a project leader gets assigned to a project that consists of
several different nationalities, how does he/she handle this
situation? Does the project manager just go on managing the
group the same way he/she would have done with a totally
Swedish group or are there any adjustments that have to be
made to the managerial style?

According to the people we spoke to it is impossible to manage
a project by doing as one always does, without taking any
consideration to the nationality and customs of the project
members. One of the Atlas Copco employees said that there are
some project managers that go on with their own leadership
style without adjusting to the project members or the host
country’s culture. In the end, these are the people that
experience the most problems. As one Skanska employee put it,
“you cannot come to a new culture thinking you can change it
because you consider your own Swedish way of doing things better,
especially when you are a guest in this country. You cannot change
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the already existing routines and rules”. Another Skanska
employee said “we have to accept other nationalities’ ways of doing
things even if it seems strange to us”.

Maintaining one’s own Swedish managerial style is not always
appropriate. We have mentioned earlier how a Swedish
manager can be perceived abroad, insecure when trying to
reach consensus and disrespectful to the hierarchical order. To
obtain effective leadership it is necessary to adapt. Zambia was
mentioned as an example where the project manager needed to
be more authoritarian to get respect, while the Thais failed to
show up at work the next day when the manager had raised his
voice. “You had to start thinking about what you said all the time to
be sure not to offend anyone” as one Skanska employee put it.

One person claimed that, in general, some kind of international
atmosphere is created where everyone needs to adapt. Some
other persons said that it is often one nation’s culture that
dominates the project. The dominance of one nation can depend
either on that this nation is financing the project or that the
majority of the workers are from this country.

That some kind of adaptation is necessary was concluded and
someone said that if you do not adapt to the local government
or the local partners that you co-operate with, they might
decide to make life difficult for you. Someone else agreed but
said at the same time that “one has to be careful not to adapt too
much and forget about one’s own values and norms and that it is
important to create one’s own policies before going abroad to work as a
project manager”. One of the Skanska employees that had
worked for many years on projects said that he had had to sit
down and actively consider his leadership style. It is always of
great help to learn from one’s own mistakes. He believed that
the ones that are project managers for the first time will not
actively adjust their leadership style. He said that it was like
that for him when he first started and he guesses that he was
lucky not to have been taken advantage of.

The people from Skanska had experienced that it was more
difficult to adapt to new cultures when socialising after work.
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They had all been away on projects abroad for longer periods of
time and, more or less, had to live with the other people on the
project. Even if they had experienced cultural clashes at work
they found them to be even more obvious outside work.
However, one of them said that even if they were more obvious
and did of course matter, they were not of too great importance,
what happened at work was more important. To be able to get
along, they said that “it is essential to be open-minded and try to
learn from each other”. Food, religion and entertainment are also
issues that differ among cultures. For example the Skanska
employees wanted to show the Peruvians a bit of the Swedish
culture and it ended up with everybody holding hands dancing
around a red cottage. They experienced that Latin- and South-
Americans are easier to get along with privately since their
lifestyle did not differ much from the Swedish one. In Africa,
however, they found it rare to socialise outside work even with
people at corporate levels that might have been abroad in
Europe to study. They experienced that the way of living
differed too much.

6.5 Characteristics of a multicultural project
manager

When asking what characteristics a leader in multicultural
projects needs the answers were almost unanimous, “he/she
needs to be able to adapt to new people, new cultures and
environment”. “Flexible” was a word that was used in this
context. “To be sensitive to other people’s needs and customs” was
also something that was brought up as well as “being able to
accept the differences that exist among people in a project group”.
“Having the ability to get people to strive towards the same goal” is
always important in a project but was said to be even more
important in a multicultural project since people from different
nations solve problems in different ways as we mentioned
earlier. “To be able to communicate and get the message through” is
of course of greatest importance to be able to achieve efficiency
in a project group. Such a leader must be able to imagine how
the receiver of the message perceives what he/she is trying to
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say, bearing the culture and that person’s frame of reference in
mind. This leader must also understand what that person wants
to get out of the project, e.g. a French middle manager might be
hungering for status while the Zambian wants food to his
family.

As we presented earlier, a non-authoritarian Swedish manager
that goes abroad might have difficulties at first to gain respect.
One of the Atlas Copco employees said that “an important
characteristic is then to be very knowledgeable in the area to gain
respect that way”. Another characteristic that was believed to be
important is to be aware of that people in countries with more
hierarchical societies and companies have clear role
assignments that are important to respect.

6.6 Pros and cons with multicultural projects

After having discussed all the problems that can and do occur
when working on a multicultural project we asked the
interviewees to answer the question “what is positive about
working on a project where many nationalities mix?” They all
said that conducting such projects is a necessity today since the
world is becoming more and more global. The Atlas Copco
employees said that no other reality is possible and one of them
said that the product usually is better when having been
influenced by people with different backgrounds. Conducting
global marketing projects, for example, would be difficult
without help from other nationalities since messages and
communication is very culture bound. Further one of them
claimed that “it is more interesting to work on multicultural projects
since there is so much to learn from people of other nationalities”.

The Skanska people said that financing was one of the most
positive aspects of having a multicultural project. Their projects
are usually of great scale and without the international partners
they are difficult to carry through. Further they said that many
governments do not allow a foreign company to come in to
their country without engaging any of the natives.
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The negative aspects of conducting multicultural projects had
of course to do with the language barriers and the recurrent
misunderstandings. These problems cause a slowdown in
efficiency since double-checking that everyone has understood
and trying to co-ordinate people and get them to strive towards
the same goal take longer time. There are usually more
meetings and discussions in the beginning of a project. Having
to hold meetings in two languages, as mentioned earlier, was
considered to ”slowdown the pace both in the thinking-process as
well as when it comes to the efficiency”. That the organisation
becomes more  bureaucratic is another of the negative aspects
that occur.

To summarise our empirical findings we can say that the interviewees
all agreed on the fact that problems always occur when working on
multicultural projects. The problems consisted of language differences,
misunderstandings because of different way of communicating and
behavioural differences. They all agreed on that it exists a Swedish
management style as well as on the necessity to adapt when working
with people from different cultures. The most common problems a
Swedish manager can encounter is that he/she is too informal, not
caring about the hierarchy that is common in many parts of the world
as well as being too consensus conscious. To be flexible, to be able to
adapt as well as to be sensitive to new people and cultures were
important characteristics of a multicultural project  manager. Finally,
they all said that working in multicultural projects is a necessity to
them and that they do not, in today’s society, really have a choice.
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7 Analysis

In our analysis we will apply our empirical findings on the
frame of reference to see if the theories correspond to the
reality. Further we will give our own opinions and thoughts
on the subject. To make it more clear the analysis will follow
the same structure as the frame of reference. We would like
to point out that we will not treat Swedish management
separately but will integrate it all through the analysis.

7.1 The project

7.1.1 Its structure

The project structure can look very different depending on in
which organisation the project is conducted. As Wisén and
Lindblom stated, the goal and the nature of a project will decide
its structure. Skanska and Atlas Copco are two organisations in
which the projects look very different but they still follow the
classical definition of what a project is with a specific goal,
defined start and end dates, limited funding and being a
separate organisation in the main organisation. While Atlas
Copco has smaller project groups, Skanska can engage up to
thousands of people on their projects. The magic number of
project members according to Nytell et al is between three to
seven people to obtain an efficient project group. Only looking
at that theory, Skanska’s projects would be far from efficient,
but we agree with Wisén and Lindblom that the project
structure should fit the project’s nature and purpose. Therefore
we believe that the great number of people engaged on their
projects is justified by this latter theory.

7.1.2 Its purpose

Lindström-Myrgård has said that one of the reasons to why an
organisation chooses to work with projects is that this
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organisational form leads to a learning organisation where the
members learn from each other. This opinion was confirmed by
one of the interviewees at Atlas Copco who added that the
international projects are much more interesting since they
present opportunities to learn new things from new people
with other perspectives. Hence creating a learning organisation
that Lindström-Myrgård discusses.

7.1.3 Its members

Many theorists have stated different opinions when it comes to
a group’s composition. Some mean that mixed project groups,
not only in nationality but also in gender, age and
professionally, are more creative and effective. Others state that
it is the homogeneity in groups that reinforces the team-spirit.
What did our interviewees have to say about their experiences
of hetero– and homogeneity in project groups? First of all they
all mentioned that they do not really have a choice, being
international means that they need information about the
different markets hence needing to co-operate world-wide.

However, it is not only out of force that the companies chose to
form projects internationally. When mixing project members
they agree that the group becomes more creative since the
different project members look at things differently and that
way, as we mentioned earlier, get the positive effect of learning
from each other. However they disagree with the authors who
believe that a mixed project group will be more effective. The
differences in languages and ways of communicating are
believed to have a negative effect on the efficiency. Adler claims
that the performance of the group is a result of how well they
can manage these differences, and the project manager plays a
very important role in this process. This clearly shows the
difference in managing a mixed project group and a more
homogeneous one.

Trinandis claims that to be effective, a project group should be
homogeneous in ability level and heterogeneous in attitudes.
However, we do not agree that this composition would be
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successful in an international project group. The ability level of
a truck driver in Pakistan and in England could be equal and
the mix of personalities could be optimal, but the efficiency
might still be lower because of problems in understanding each
other. Therefore we believe that Trinandis’ theory is not really
applicable on project groups where a variety of nationalities are
involved.

7.2 Project management

There are theories on what characteristics an effective project
manager needs to have. According to some of the literature, a
project manager needs to be able to create a communicative
attitude in the project group and to establish friendly
relationships in meetings as well as to create an environment
where people feel comfortable to interact. Judging from what
we have learnt from our interviewees, the Swedish manager
has many characteristics that resembles the description above.
They described the typical Swedish manager as informal,
friendly and relation oriented which corresponds to earlier
studies in this subject. Bearing this description in mind of a
typical Swedish leader, our interviewees claimed that Swedish
managers might experience initial problems to attain power
and respect in multicultural projects. Those people living in
more hierarchical countries are used to leaders that are more
authoritarian and as one of the interviewees mentioned, in a
group of Italians it is not difficult to see who the leader is since
he is the one doing all the talking. The Swedish leader is often
eager to reach a consensus in meetings and discussions and can
be regarded as a weak and indecisive leader. This problem is
only initial though since either the project group learns to
accept this behaviour or the leader needs to adjust and become
more authoritarian. As we can see an adjustment is most often
necessary and since the project members are in majority it is
often the project leader that needs to adjust his/her leadership.
Our theory is that the less knowledge and experience the
project members have of multicultural encounters, the more
important it is that the project leader adjusts to the new
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environment. The more knowledge and experience the project
members have of international co-operation hence having met
and worked with other cultures, different from their own, the
adjustment will be of less extent.

Lawrence & Lorsh have created the term “integrator” to
describe an effective project leader. This person needs to have
the characteristics that we have discussed above but also needs
to be able to get everyone in the project to strive towards the
same goal. This characteristic was mentioned as one of the most
important ones by our interviewees of how an effective leader
in a multicultural project should be. However, Lawrence &
Lorsh continue by stating that an effective integrator is
aggressive, confident, persuasive and seeks status. Neither the
interviewees nor we believe that these characteristics always
are necessary and sometimes not even desirable. As one
Skanska employee told us, one cannot be aggressive and raise
one’s voice at a Thai since he will not show up at work the next
day if being treated that way. Swedes are more used to working
in “flat” organisations and therefore we believe that seeking
status is not one of the most crucial features for a Swedish
manager to be successful.

7.2.1 Management behaviour

We have presented theories on the actual project group treating
different aspects on role relations. Task– and relation oriented
managers have been discussed and both aspects should be
represented in one’s leadership style. Judging from the
interviews though, we feel that a manager in a multicultural
project needs to be slightly more relation oriented, working on
improving the relationships in the group, to be able to deal with
the members of different background. The interviewees put
great emphasis on sensitiveness of the leader to be able to pick
up the differences that could become potential problems.

Out of Yukl’s ten characteristics of management behaviour we
find planning, informing, being able to clarifying roles and
objectives and managing conflicts as the most important ones
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for a multicultural project manager. Our interviewees listed
these characteristics in one way or another as being important.
By planning Yukl means the carrying out of the actual project.
We however, include other aspects of planning when it comes
to leading a multinational project. We find it equally important,
as a manager, to sit down and, as one Skanska employee said,
plan ones leadership to be prepared to meet a multinational
work force that will have different demands on the manager.

Informing is a sensitive issue that easily could lead to conflicts
if not handled carefully. Since language and cognitive structure
differ between members in a multicultural project, it is even
more important to be clear and precise as well as being able to
imagine how the other person perceives the information given.

Different cultures have different role distributions, some
countries are more hierarchical than others. Sweden is not one
of these countries, and as a Swedish manager in a group
consisting of various nationalities it is important to clarify and
understand the roles everybody plays in a hierarchy. If this is
not done properly the manager may encounter problems such
as lack of respect and trust.

During the interviews our suspicions were verified, there are
always conflicts of cultural background in this kind of projects.
However small they are they still have to be dealt with, and the
responsibility lies on the project manager and therefore it is
important that he/she is good at managing conflicts.

We find all of the characteristics mentioned above important to
be able to achieve an effective leadership. If the project manager
succeeds to understand the cultural differences and in this way
come to communicate well with the project members, he/she
helps him/her self create, what Yukl calls, a committed work
force. If the manager does not succeed, for example by not
wanting to adjust to the prevailing situation, he/she can instead
get the work force turned against him/her and create resistance
where people will not be willing to go along with the manager’s
decisions. If a manager successfully adopts these characteristics
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he/she can achieve power and be able to influence the project
members.

7.2.2 Adapting the control methods in projects

Depending on the nationalities in a project, methods to control
the performance of the group members, and that the actual
outcome is the desired one, are different. Judging from the
interviewees’ experiences the manager needs to be more
authoritarian in some countries, which implies that action
control is a suitable way to see to that the objectives are
fulfilled. Zambia and Tanzania were mentioned as such
countries where this kind of control would be suitable. These
managers experienced that people needed direct instructions on
exactly what to do to feel safe and comfortable in their work
environment. We have got the impression that action control in
its extreme form is more used in projects where the members
do not have competence enough to perform an independent
job. However, we have understood that in certain countries, as
for example the UK, even highly educated people feel
comfortable knowing that they do not have to make decisions
of their own and this kind of control can be implemented in a
not so extreme form.

Other nationalities, Swedes for example, are used to and
demand certain independence when it comes to their work. In
this environment results control could be a good management
alternative giving the employees more or less free hands in
achieving the desired objective. We believe that this form of
management control is most common in organisations that
have a more flat organisational structure.  Skanska has used this
kind of control to try to avoid conflicts depending on cultural
differences as far as possible. When starting a construction
project, the project can be divided into different responsibility
areas independent from each other so that different companies
are responsible for different parts. Since every company
involved in such a project is responsible for its own part this
could be regarded as an implementation of results control,
where every company independently decides how they will
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carry out their part of the project. By doing this, contact
between the different companies/nationalities is diminished,
hence lowering the risk of cultural clashes.

Looking at how Atlas Copco works we believe that results
control is much more common than action control. However we
have also seen examples of how they implement personnel
control in their projects. As one Atlas Copco employee
mentioned it is common that the same people occur in different
projects. By doing that these people become more adjusted to
the international spirit and can more easily confront and adapt
to new situations and cultures. By carefully choosing and
training ones work force this way a manager exerts personnel
control. This is also a behaviour that we noticed exists in
Skanska groups. For example, after having trained local people
in Peru Skanska was eager to bring them along to their next
project in Panama since they now had experience from working
in a multicultural environment.

As with many of the managerial behaviours these forms of
management control are seldom implemented solely, but are
combined in different proportions depending on the prevailing
situation.

7.3 Culture

If one understands that the cultural differences consist of
differences in mindsets, standards and the way people solve
problems, one can clearly see how easy misunderstandings and
clashes can occur. When first encountering people from another
culture, for example on a project, the first thing that one notices
is differences in clothing, language and food. These differences
are relatively easy to overcome. Skanska employees told us that
they made up their own language to be able to understand each
other and that the language problems were only perceived as
problems initially. Trompenaars describes this level of culture
as the outer layer, maybe because it is the easiest culture
manifestation to notice and also the easiest difference to
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overcome. Having talked to people that have worked on
multicultural projects, they all describe the cultural differences
to be more serious when one starts scraping on the surface and
penetrates the culture. Reaching the next level of culture that
Trompenaars calls the middle layer, the differences become
more important since it is now about beliefs and meanings and
informal laws. These differences are more difficult to overcome.
They can be discussed though so that acceptance and maybe
even understanding can be reached. A Swedish manager can
notice these differences in for example hierarchical countries
where communication needs to go through the different levels
of the hierarchy to be approved. Since the Swedes use a more
informal way of communicating, going through the hierarchical
levels seem like a time-consuming way of communicating but
he/she might understand that this is the way their society is
built and accepts this way. However, people’s basic
assumptions, hidden in the core of the culture are very difficult
to reach and confront. Trying to explain our basic assumptions
to someone outside our culture is difficult since maybe we are
not aware of them ourselves. We have difficulties in finding an
example because we think that they are so basic that one cannot
pin it down.

7.3.1 Cultural dimensions

Three authors have presented their view on how to interpret
culture by developing cultural dimensions. We believe that our
findings are easier to understand when using some of
Hofstede’s and Gudykunst’s cultural dimensions.
Trompenaars’ cultural dimensions have been presented but we
feel that they are difficult to apply to our thoughts and will
therefore leave Trompenaars to his fate.

Hofstede’s dimensions are all important for the understanding
but our interviewees only brought up information that can be
applied to two of them. The uncertainty avoidance dimension
affects to what extent people need to be controlled by formal
rules and how much tolerance they have for people with
different ideas and behaviour. In such a country it is important
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for a project manager to be able to provide the rules wanted
and to adjust to the people’s conception of what normal
managerial behaviour is. France is an example of a country with
high uncertainty avoidance. A few interviewees mentioned the
problems that occur when working with French people. Their
unwillingness to speak another language but French and how
they are perceived as ignorant towards foreigners that do not
speak their language could be regarded as a sign of trying to
avoid unfamiliarity. We ourselves have experienced that there
is a resistance towards foreign influences in France, which
amplifies the picture of them being high in uncertainty
avoidance. Sweden on the other hand tends to be low in
uncertainty avoidance and this thought was supported by our
interviewees. They believed that a Swedish project manager
adjusts easier and learns a new language faster than his/her
American colleague for example. This ability to adapt might be
derived form the fact that Swedes as a small population always
have been subjected to foreign influences, hence being more
tolerant of uncertainty.

The second dimension that seemed to be of importance when
talking to the project managers was the power distance. This
dimension is important for understanding the behaviour in role
relationships in different cultures. Sweden is a country with
low power distance, this is shown by the description of a
Swedish leader that have been given to us. As we have
mentioned before, Swedes like to operate in organisations
where the structure is more flat and the atmosphere is informal.
Therefore it is important to realise that there exists other levels
of power distance in the world. As we have seen, it is important
for a manager in a multicultural project to clarify the roles that
people have in order to be able to be an efficient manager.

Gudykunst has created a dimension, the high and low context
cultures, that we also find of importance for a project manager
in a multicultural project. A manager from a high context
society needs to be aware of that people from another culture
might not share the same mindsets. This awareness is of great
importance when it comes to the way of communicating. A
manager from a high context culture needs to learn to
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communicate in a more direct and explicit way to get people in
a low context culture to understand.

7.3.2 How to communicate effectively

Effective communication is not only depending on the one who
is talking, the message transmitted needs to be received by
someone that attaches a similar meaning to it. This is one of the
multicultural project manager’s most important tasks. It is
important that the manager knows whom he/she is talking to
and in what way the message needs to be transmitted to be
understood correctly. (Is the person from a high context culture
or from a very hierarchical country?) A good example of a non-
effective communication can be when Swedes meet with
Japanese. We have been told that Japanese people have a
tendency to answer affirmative on questions even though they
might not even have understood the question. With this we
want to point at the difficulties when communicating with
different cultures. A foreign manager working with Japanese
people might have to make an effort to double check if the
message really has been received and understood properly.

Differences in customs, behaviour and values have been
brought up when discussing difficulties in cross-culture
communication. Therefore it is essential that a multicultural
project leader is culturally sensitive hence recognising that
people from other cultures might have different goals and
patterns of communication.

The members’ composition in a project group and the project
manager’s cultural background play an important role to how
communication is handled. Some theorists mean that
heterogeneity in a project group will make it more efficient. Our
interviewees however were more prone on agreeing with
Trinandis who believe that communication is easier in a
homogeneous project group, hence maximising the group’s
efficiency. It is only natural that nationally mixed groups
encounter difficulties in forms of misunderstandings based on
cultural and linguistic differences. The linguistic barriers are of
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more importance initially since the group will develop their
own way of talking to each other. However, even though the
language barriers have been overcome, the cultural differences
will still result in misunderstandings since all nationalities have
their own way of interpreting information.
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8 Conclusions

In this concluding chapter we will summarise our most
important findings. We will start by looking back at our
research questions that will lead to us answering our
purpose with this thesis.

The most common conflicts that occur in multicultural projects
are related to communication. Due to language barriers and
different ways of communicating, misunderstandings are not
unusual. That language differences are a problem is not very
surprising and they often seem to be overcome after a wile.
What many people do not think about though are the
differences in ways to express oneself; gestures, tone of voice,
hidden information in the message, etc. The context that people
are used to also influences the patterns of communication
which in its turn leads to misunderstandings. These
misunderstandings can result in harsh conflicts that affect the
outcome of the project or lead to that the timeframe is not being
held.

It appears as the problems are mostly related to national
differences and not so much to educational background or
profession. Even though it sounds logical that technicians and
economists would have some difficulties to understand one
another our empirical data point towards national contexts
being the greatest source of problems and conflicts. Two
engineers from different countries have been formed to think
and solve tasks in different manners, which can lead to clashes.

As shown earlier the nationality of the members in a project
group, and the culture that comes with it,  is quite important. It
is the culture that in many ways controls and governs our
unconscious behaviours and makes us react and reason the way
we do. Therefore the culture is important in a nationally mixed
project group.
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For a project manager it is essential to be aware of the
importance of national culture to be able to effectively manage
the group. When leading a project group that is constituted of a
mixture of nationalities it is vital to have some knowledge of
how different people think, act and react in different situations.
With this knowledge the manager can adapt his/her way of
acting and carrying out information or orders and this way
avoid unnecessary arguments and conflicts. If the project
manager does not have this proficiency he/she might end up in
several conflicts that some understanding for other cultures
could have helped to avoid. These conflicts will in turn slow
down the efficiency of a project, which might affect the
profitability in the long run. That is why cultural awareness is
of greatest importance, not only for the everyday comfort and
well-being but also for economic aspects.

The Swedish management style is said to be characterised by
consensus-reaching, informality and keeping a low profile.
When working with some nationalities these features are not
too evident, perhaps because they are similar to the Swedes.
Obviously, the more unlike the Swedes the people of the other
nationality are the more evident the Swedish management style
is. The answer of the question “what are the most important
differences of Swedish leadership style in comparison to other
nationalities” is depending on which nationality one is
comparing with. Every nationality has its specific features and
must be compared separately. We have stated some of the most
well-known features that often are brought up when discussing
the Swedish management style. This gives a starting point
when wanting to compare management styles with other
nationalities.

Are there problems that Swedish managers in specific
encounter? We would like to emphasise that personality has a
great deal to do with conflicts that can occur in projects and it is
therefore difficult to generalise and say that certain problems
are solely culture bound. We have however seen that some
problems are recurrent when bringing up conflicts that Swedish
managers experience. Being too informal can create frustration
and lower the respect from people that are used to hierarchical
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order. Trying to reach consensus can also have a respect
lowering effect since the manager might then be regarded as
indecisive and not having enough knowledge.

Our purpose was to investigate if and how a Swedish project
manager has to adapt his/her management style depending of
the diversity of the ethnical background of the project workers.
We can see that an adaptation is almost always necessary
judging from our interviews. Different ethnical backgrounds of
the people in the project group requires different adaptation.
When working with people from countries that value formality,
hierarchical order and authority it is necessary for the Swedish
manager to become more authoritarian and formal to be able to
obtain the respect and power needed to be an effective project
leader. Yet again we emphasise the importance of not
generalising, each nationality has features different from
another and when wanting to conduct studies that are cultural
based it is important to bear this in mind. That is why it is
difficult for us to answer the question “how” a Swedish
manager needs to adapt, only that an adaptation is necessary.
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Appendix 1

The Interview Guide
� What kind of projects have you worked on? (The size in

number of people? Projects with only Swedish people or/and
multicultural projects?)

� What kind of people have worked on these projects? (From
what countries have they been? Have their backgrounds been
different regarding education, gender etc.?)

� Is there much difference working on multicultural projects
compared to working on projects with only Swedes?

� What are the main problems that occur when working on
multicultural projects? Are there any recurrent problems? In
what way are these problems expressed? Is there a specific
problem that is of greater importance than the others?

� What characteristics are needed for a leader that manages
multicultural projects? Which one of theses characteristics are
the most important one?

� Have you noticed if there exists characteristics typical for a
Swedish manager?

� When comparing the nationalities that you have been working
with, which one resembles us Swedes the most? (Why?) Which
one is most different to us? In what way has this differences
shown? As a leader, what is important to be aware of in these
situation?

� Have you consciously considered your management style? Are
you adjusting it when leading people from other cultures? If so,
in what way?

� How does one solve intercultural crises? (Or are the problems
related to personality clashes?) Can you give us an example of
how you have solved a crisis if you have experienced any?



Appendix 1

� What is of utmost importance to have in mind when managing
a multicultural project?

� What are the pros and cons of a multicultural project?


